Abstract-Detecting moving objects in dynamic scenes from sequences of lidar scans is an important task in object tracking, mapping, localization, and navigation. Many works focus on changes detection in previously observed scenes, while a very limited amount of literature addresses moving objects detection. The state-of-the-art method exploits Dempster-Shafer Theory to evaluate the occupancy of a lidar scan and to discriminate points belonging to the static scene from moving ones. In this paper we improve both speed and accuracy of this method by discretizing the occupancy representation, and by removing false positives through visual cues. Many false positives lying on the ground plane are also removed thanks to a novel ground plane removal algorithm. Efficiency is improved through an octree indexing strategy. Experimental evaluation against the KITTI public dataset shows the effectiveness of our approach, both qualitatively and quantitatively with respect to the stateof-the-art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Moving object detection has been acknowledged to be a crucial step in many applications (e.g., autonomous driving, advanced driver assistance systems, robot navigation, video surveillance, etc.) where specific targets such as people, vehicles, or animals, have to be detected before operating more complex processes. In robotics the observer is moving while it operates in the environment, and it becomes hard to distinguish which object is moving with respect to the static scene due to egomotion effects; this affects all sensors used in mobile robotics being these laser range finders or cameras.
An example of moving object detection in laser data is the work by Azim and Aycard [1] ; in their work, the authors propose to store perceived point clouds in an octreebased occupancy grid, and look for inconsistencies between subsequent scans. Each voxel (octree cell) of the occupancy grid is classified as free or occupied through ray tracing; voxels classified as both occupied and free in different scans, are called as dynamic. Dynamic voxels are then clustered and filtered such that clusters whose bounding box shape differs significantly from fixed size boxes, are removed. In the authors scenario, fixed sized boxes represent cars, trucks and pedestrians, therefore, the approach was targeted at a specific set of objects.
The former example is one of the few cases of laser-based moving objects detection algorithm. Indeed an extended laser-based literature focuses on the closely related, and possibly simpler, change detection problem [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . 1 Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronica, Informazione e Bioingegneria (DEIB), Milano, Italy george.postica@mail.polimi.it andrea.romanoni@polimi.it (corresponding author) matteo.matteucci@polimi.it
Change detection aims at detecting changes in an observed scene with respect to a previously stored map of the environment, e.g., to understand if an object appears or disappears. Conversely, in moving objects detection, the map is unknown a-priori and the moving objects can only partially disappear, i.e., between two consecutive observations a region of a moving object remains occupied, therefore appearing as a static item.
Andreasson et al. [3] and Nuñes et al. [6] represent laser scans through a set of distributions, respectively the Normal Distribution Transform and the Gaussian Mixture Model, to detect changes where the distributions differ significantly. Vieira et al. [2] cluster the laser points into implicit volumes an through Boolean operators detect the regions of change. Xiao et al. [5] model the physical scanning mechanism using Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST), and provide sound statistical tools to evaluate the occupancy of a scan and to compare the consistency among scans, i.e., to detect the moving object. Our contribution, in this paper, is inspired by the latter work.
As far as cameras are concerned, classical image-based methods to detect moving objects in a video sequence are based on the difference between a model of the background, i.e., the static scene, and the current frame (see [7] and [8] ). Such algorithms require the camera to be fixed. Some extensions are able to handle jittering or moving cameras by registering the images against the background model [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . However this class of algorithms needs information about the appearance of the background scene and in most cases, e.g., with a surveying vehicle, this assumption does not hold. Other approaches cluster optical flow vectors [13] , or rely on deep learning [14] .
Laser range finders and cameras have complementary features; the former are able to provide 3D 360-degree accurate measurements of the environment, the latter capture the appearance of the environment. Only few authors proposed hybrid approaches to combine laser data with the visual information provided by a camera in moving object detection. Premebida et al. [15] proposed to join two classifiers based on laser camera features to detect pedestrians moving in front of the observer; in this case the scope was limited and the proposed algorithm would need a not trivial extension of the training to deal with general moving objects. Vallet et al. [16] extended the change detection algorithm presented by Xiao et al. in [5] to detect moving objects. Moreover they exploit visual information by projecting into the image the laser 3D points and by segmenting the moving objects through a graph cut algorithm that takes into account laser label consistency, a smoothness term, and a penalization in the labeling where the image shows edges.
In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid approach to improve the accuracy of state-of-the-art laser-based moving objects estimation and speed up its computation thanks to a novel ground plane detection algorithm and octree representation; in addition we propose an image based validation test to diminish false positives detection. Section II introduces the novel laser-based moving objects detection method. In Section III we show how we improve its robustness against false positive detection by exploiting image information. In Section IV we illustrate the results of our algorithm over the KITTI [17] public dataset, and in Section V we provide some insights on future developments in the paper conclusion.
II. LASER-BASED MOVING OBJECTS DETECTION
In the following we focus on the laser-based moving object detection setting in which we process a sequence of 3D point-clouds incrementally; as an example, consider a Velodyne lidar on the top of a car moving in a urban area with the aim of building a map of it. We keep a model of the static scene, initialized from the first point cloud, in the form of a 3D map and we update it by fusing subsequent point clouds after dynamic objects removal. The reference pipeline for this task is depicted in the upper part of Fig. 1 where, in the filtering block, we include also the novel ground plane removal algorithm.
A. Point cloud registration and filtering
As a new point cloud is generated by the laser range finder, we align it to an existing map, initialized with the first scan, through the Generalized Iterative Closest Point (GICP) algorithm [18] . After point cloud alignment, we remove the points having a distance from the point cloud center greater than a given threshold τ = 30m, along any of the three main axis to neglect points too faraway from the sensor.
Directly adding the aligned points to the map would lead to a very dense result, with possibly repeated points; instead, we compare the new point cloud with the last W = 10 point clouds we recently aggregated, and we add each point only if no other close point exists already in the map. This fills the gaps in point clouds and makes the global cloud free of duplicates 1 . Once the new points have been selected for addition, we further simplify the point cloud by ground plane removal.
B. Ground plane removal
Subsequent laser measurements that lay on the ground plane convey redundant and negligible information about moving objects since the ground plane is expected to be mostly static. Therefore, as a further filtering step, we classify and remove ground plane points. A naive approach to do that would discard all points which are under a certain negative height from the laser sensor. A slightly better approach fits a horizontal plane, e.g., with RANSAC, and removes points which lay on it. The drawback of both approaches arises whenever we deal with a non-planar ground surface, as in Fig. 2 , or errors in extrinsic sensor calibration.
In this paper we propose to remove the unnecessary ground points by modeling the ground as a Markov Random Fields and applying belief propagation as it follows. First, we divide the point cloud according to a 2D grid of 0.4mx0.4m tiles on the XY plane, where X represents the forward direction, and Y points to the left side of the moving vehicle. Starting from the cell at the origin of this grid, supposedly being ground, we move iteratively to the surrounding cells in order to propagate the ground height and to classify the tiles between ground and non-ground (see Fig. 3 ). Let consider the cell C ij and the set P ij of the points projecting on this cell. We defineĥ
where N is the set of neighboring cells, belonging to the inner ring, that propagate to C ij ; then H ij = max P z ij and h ij = min P z ij are the maximum and minimum heights of the points in the cell (recall that coordinate z represents the height of a point). Given a maximum expected slope of 22% of the cell dimension, which is about s = 0.09m; a cell is classified as ground plane if and only if:
Then the current propagated ground height h ij G is H ij if C ij is ground, otherwise it isĥ ij G . In Fig. 4 we illustrate an example of the ground points detected in a single scan.
C. Moving Points detection
After registration, point filtering, and ground removal we apply the laser-based moving object detection algorithm, which borrows some ideas from [5] and [16] . From the former we borrow the use of Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) for occupancy space representation and the Dempster combination rule for intra-scan evidence fusion; from the latter we borrow the idea of using previous and future scans.
At first, we evaluate the occupancy of a point P belonging to scan S k induced by another scan S i by representing the occupancy space using DST. The space occupancy is represented using a set X = {empty, occupied}; the DST operates on the power set of X, i.e., 2 X = {{∅}, {empty}, {occupied}, {empty, occupied}}, where the subset {empty, occupied} represents the unknown state, i.e., the space not reached by the beams. DST defines a degree of belief m(·) for each subset: for the empty set it is 0 and for the other subsets they are within the range of [0, 1] and they add up to a total of 1.
Let e = m({empty}), o = m({occupied}) and u = m({unknown}) be the degrees of belief for the three possible labels such that e + o + u = 1. Let OQ be a laser beam of S i , and r = length(P Q), where P is the projection of P on OQ (see Fig. 5 ); then we define the degree of belief e r and o r parametrized over r as it follows:
The occupancy values at point P due to the beam OQ becomes then: where
, we modify (4) as it follows:
where ⊗ represents the convolution operator. We aggregate the occupancy induced by two beams through the Dempster combination rule applied to the occupancy induced by two beams with m(P, Q 1 ) = (e 1 , o 1 , u 1 ) and m(P, Q 2 ) = (e 2 , o 2 , u 2 ):
where ⊕ is the fusion operator defined by DST which is commutative and associative, and K = o 1 · e 2 + e 1 · o 2 . From this, the overall occupancy at location P due to the I neighboring rays Q i is then given by m(P ) = i∈I m(P, Q i ).
To classify a point P belonging to a scan S k as static or moving, we compute and combine its occupancy values due to previous and future 2 scans S = {S k-K , . . . , S k-1 , S k+1 , . . . , S k+K }. By comparing two scans having the degree of belief m(P, Q 1 ) and m(P, Q 2 ), a moving object corresponds to the not consistent degree of belief. To this extent, we compute:
where Conf means conflicting, Cons is consistent and U nc uncertain. Moving points regions are those where Conf > Cons and Conf > U nc. We have extended this procedure, originally proposed in [5] for 2 scans, to compare 2K subsequent scans. To do so, we propose to change the occupancy computation procedure in order to make the classification more robust by a novel discretized version of the original DST approach we just explained.
Let consider the most distant point B in each scan S i ∈ S, we approximate the occupancy values of P with respect to S i in the following way. Let's define
where r sup and r inf are user defined upper and lower bounds and δr = r sup − r inf (in our case r sup = 0.8 and r inf = 0.6); l is used to define a belief stronger in the neighborhood of the sensor. Then, from the original occupancy m(P, Q) = (e, o, u) we derive the new occupancy of P for any Q ∈ S i :
This way the occupancy value of each point is discretized based on its distance from the sample scan origin. With these discretized values we apply again the Dempster combination rule among the set S of scans, and the outcome of this combination defines the classification of the point: if its prevalent occupancy state is empty then the point is considered to be dynamic, otherwise it is a static point.
Testing every point P from a scan S k against every neighboring ray in the S scans is a very expensive procedure. We avoid such expensive computations by indexing the S k point cloud with an octree data structure, with a resolution of 0.3m, and we perform the tests only for a small set of points in its nodes, i.e., in the neighborhood of the point P . Since dynamic points in real world are not sparse, as they are part of a moving object, we assume they have neighboring dynamic points, and, if a small set of neighboring points are classified as dynamic, their neighbors should also be considered dynamic as well. Thus, to improve the performance of our algorithm, for each leaf of the octree, we perform the moving object detection test on a random subset of points ( 1 6 of the total amount) and if there are at least half of the tested points classified as dynamic, then we classify all the points in the leaf as such. Otherwise, the leaf is assumed to contain only static points. If the number of points in a leaf is small, i.e., less than τ np = 6, they are sparse and they all get tested. By doing this way, we do not only improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm, but we also reduces the amount of misclassified dynamic points in static objects. 
III. IMAGE-BASED MOVING OBJECT VALIDATION
Even if the outcome of our laser-based moving object detection algorithm is often satisfying, some false positives may arise due to the noise in the laser measurements and the inaccuracy of the point cloud registration step. We propose thus two additional image-based validation tests to filter out false positives: both tests compare image patches around the projection of 3D points classified as moving objects respectively in the (color) images corresponding to the scans in S and in the depth-maps estimated from the point clouds themselves. If a candidate point passes these tests, then it is confirmed to be a moving point.
In the proposed tests a 3D point P i is projected into a pixel p ik of the (color) image I k and depth-map D k by using the camera calibration matrix. A squared image patch patch ik around this pixel is selected having a side length b ik , measured in number of pixels, according to the following formula:
where the h = 0.15m parameter refers to the patch height in the real world, d ik is the distance of the point P i from the camera k corresponding to pixel p ik , and f xy is the focal length of the camera (see Fig. 6 ). Since each comparison needs two patches of the same size, one of the two patches, in turn, is resized. Before computing any similarity between images patches, these are checked for uniformity in their intensities. If their intensity standard deviation is above a certain threshold (0.02 in our case), then we compare the color patches, otherwise, the test would fail, so we compare the depth-maps.
A. Image patch test
Once patches are extracted and resized, we test their similarity through Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) on each color channel independently. Let π i and π j be the two patches and N CC c (u, v) the NCC between two images at location (u, v) computed for the c-th channel, then we define:
Two patches are considered to be similar if, for all cameras in S, E c < τ (in our case τ = 0.1).
We opted for NCC measure with respect to the classical Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), since it is not affected by illumination changes issue, even thought it is computationally more expensive than SSD. Note that, if one of the patches has one of its channels flat, the formula above fails, as we get a division by zero problem for the NCC computation. Our system handles this case with the test on the depth-maps.
B. Depth-map patch test
When the color image patch test fails, we apply a comparison between the depth-maps extracted from the lidar data as it follows. We project lidar points into the k-th camera, by using the camera matrix, and we create a sparse depthmap having for each pixel the camera-to-point distance. Then we apply a disk shaped dilation such that we close all the gaps between close points. The resulting image is a rough estimation of the depth-map of the lidar points, nevertheless its computation is fast and the result has been sufficiently discriminative in our tests ( Fig. 7 shows an example of a depth-map extracted from the laser data).
Since the laser sensor is moving between the two scans, we need to correct the depth-maps for this movement before we can actually compare the selected patches. To perform this correction, we assume a small motion between two cameras and we use the following formula:
where D l and D l are respectively the new and old intensity values of depth-map l, t k and t l are translation vectors, with respect to a global reference frame, for cameras k and l respectively, and d l,max is the maximum depth distance from the camera l. Then patches are extracted and resized the same way we do for (color) images, but in the depth-map comparison we use the SSD metric. This metric is suitable in this case because depth-maps are not affected by illumination changes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To the best our knowledge a dataset with surveying camera having annotated moving objects is not available, so we tested the proposed algorithm with three sequences of the KITTI [17] dataset, which provides 1392x512px images, camera calibration information, and Velodyne HDL-64E point clouds, where we manually annotated the moving object regions on the images. To evaluate the accuracy of the classification, we project the 3D points of each point cloud on the corresponding image plane and we check if points classified as dynamic objects project into the manually annotated masks. An example of the comparison between the resulting dynamic points and ground truth mask is shown in Fig. 8 . We run the tests on a Intel Core i7-3537u (2 Cores), 2GHz with 8GB of DDR3 RAM.
We compare our approach with the state-of-the-art Vallet et al. [16] which is the approach closer to the proposed. In Table I we list the precision/recall results; our laserbased algorithm, by paying a very small decrease in recall, it increases significantly the precision of [16] , and image validation refines the results further. In Table II we show that the proposed algorithm detects or partially detects a higher number of moving object. Here partially detected means that a subset of the moving points remains in the final global cloud.
In Fig. 9 we report the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve obtained with the 0095 sequence of the KITTI dataset: here we compare the ground truth mask against an image-based mask of moving objects obtained with a simple dilation of the points classified as moving and projected in the image plane, to have a result similar to classic background subtraction algorithms. In the ROC curve, the highest the area subtended by the curve, the better the classifier performance; precision and recall reported in the plot are obtained by varying the σ r and σ θ parameters such that 0.1m < σ r < 0.45m and 0.0035rad < σ θ < 0.0088rad. The results enforce the conclusion that the proposed approach performs better that the algorithm by Vallet et al. already in the lidar-based only version and shows the overall improvement with the image-based validation. The novel laser-based pipeline and the image validation procedure improve significantly the precision of the proposed algorithm, in particular the validation has been able to discard a huge number of false positive in moving objects detection. Discretization and diffusion of occupancy information lead to smoother and more precise results.
Our algorithm outperforms the work by Vallet et al. also in terms of computing speed, thanks to the use of octree indexing and subsampling. Indeed, our algorithm takes, on average, 0.6 seconds per point cloud, while Vallet et al. approach takes 4.9 seconds. Timing does not include the image-based validation step, this has been implemented as a prototype in MATLAB and, at the current stage, it works off-line at 25 seconds per frame to estimate the depth-map and it requires 1-2 seconds to validate the moving points. Nevertheless, this step can be easily parallelized on GPU leading to real time computations. V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK In this paper we propose a novel moving objects detection algorithm which improves the current state-of-the-art in laser-based approaches. The proposed approach relies on Demspter-Shafer Theory to model the occupancy induced by the data in a point cloud and to detect which point is dynamic or static. Moreover, we added a novel image validation step to remove false positive detections. Experiments show that ground plane removal and scan comparison discretization improve on precision with respect to current state-of-theart with a speed-up in the execution thanks to the use of an efficient indexing data structure. As a future work we aim at applying the proposed approach to an existing urban reconstruction method [19] and refine it with [20] in order to obtain a 3D urban map without moving objects, while still improving on the speed up of the visual pipeline of our proposal. 
